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measure PO, 0 E A,  
code with encoder 
where C = {cl, . . . , 
and y is the 
A universal source 
d(X”,YN) = 
such that for each 0 
of points { ( R N $ , D & , @ ) }  
ational distortion-ra;e 
“rate” redundancy 
where N is the blocklength 
process over alphabet X with process 
End let qN = P N  o aN be a length-N block 
aN : X N  + C and decoder PN : C + y N ,  
CM} C {0,1}* is some binary prefix code 
reproduction alphabet, typically equal to  X. 
code with respect to  a fidelity criterion 
Cd(Xt,x) is a sequence of block codes { q N }  
E A there exists a corresponding sequence 
on the graph of the Nth  order oper- 
function for PO for which the per-letter 
and the per-letter istortion” redundancy 
that when A c RI’ is compact 
satisfies certain regularity 
code { q N }  with per-letter 
the M reproduction codewords { P k ( ( c ) }  are themselves encoded 
using a fixed “universal” vector quantizer optimized for the dis- 
tribution of the pk(c)s (averaged over all c, X”, and 0). In the 
second part of the encoding, Xf ,  . . . , X,k are encoded using the 
quantized code G k  = pk o A k .  
Let R = log M / k  be the rate in bits per letter of q k ,  and 
let Dk(R)  = EDk,o(R) be the average kth order operational 
distortion-rate function Dk,o(R). We use the high resolution 
approximation Dk,O(R) = Ck,de-2R and a Lagrangian formula- 
tion to determine the optimal bit allocation between qk and the 
“universal” quantizer. For this optimal allocation, we show that 
(with RN,Q = R in (1) and D N , ~  = DN,Q(R)  in (2)) the per-letter 
rate and distortion redundancies for the overall code qnk are 
(4) 
where K = M k  is the total number of parameters in the code 
qnk.  The same results hold in the case where the codewords 
P ( c )  are scalar quantized. The recent work of Zeger, Bist, and 
Linder [4] supports these results. 
While our rate redundancy result (4) for universal source cod- 
ing with respect to a fidelity criterion is consistent with Rissa- 
nen’s result (3) for universal noiseless coding, our distortion 
redundancy result ( 5 )  is consistent with Akaike’s result on the 
expected decrease in log likelihood for empirical maximum like- 
lihood on N samples, with Davisson’s result on the expected 
increase in squared error for empirical linear prediction on N 
Gaussian samples, and with Pollard’s result that the codewords 
in a quantizer follow a central limit theorem (which implies that 
the expected increase in squared error is inversely proportional 
to the number of samples N). 
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